W e appreciate the serious consideration of the issues by Dr Brunet and colleagues. We maintain that the diagnosis of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is made too readily as a fashion or a moral panic and also with a retrospective attribution to childhood sexual abuse.
The diagnosis of PTSD focuses on arousal, reminders of the original event, and "reliving" or "reexperiencing." Without these, PTSD resembles generalized anxiety. We readily recognize the first of all these elements. Reliving or reexperiencing is another matter, and it is hard to get a sense of the quality of the patient's experience without asking suggestive questions. We often see posttraumatic phobic symptoms and arousal but rarely see convincing examples of reliving or flashbacks as distinct from simple reminders of a nasty experience.
The worst epidemic of alleged PTSD came with the popularity of the notorious book The Courage to Heal, 1 which tells potential patients, "If you think you were abused you probably were," and told them to search until their "memories" returned. By 1994, the book sold 750 000 copies, at which point it was in its third edition-and it is still widely available.
The epidemic of false accusations of sexual abuse produced to support claims of alleged PTSD may have affected 4% of the US population, or 1 family in 25. 2 It died down in the face of persistent objections and lawsuits by parents and families and the recognition that gross suggestion by "therapists" had been common. The epidemic revived in many US states when it became evident that a claim of recovered memory was needed to support allegations against priests and to bypass the provisions of statutes of limitation in some of these states. Even currently, proponents of "traumatic memory" maintain that it is different from ordinary memory.
Dissociative identity disorder and dissociative amnesia are illogical concepts 3 that were originally produced by overt suggestion under hypnosis. 4 A classic paper demonstrates that there is no plausible indication that dissociative amnesia for specific and traumatic events was ever recognized before 1800. 5 Dissociative amnesia for specific traumatic events is a culture-bound phenomenon of Western societies.
Dissociative amnesia is proffered as the basis for PTSD. A prudent approach would hew closely to the wealth of experience of PTSD in adulthood without reference to the often-mythical nature of childhood experiences.
A diagnosis of PTSD that relies on questionable recollections, reliving, and poorly documented past abuse does not deserve serious consideration. Obviously, a diagnosis of PTSD after verified dangers can be valid. The same diagnosis after severe emotional, financial, or personal risk can be plausible, but the diagnostic criteria need tightening. Such careful diagnosis matters in 2 ways; not only is it unhelpful to patients who do not have PTSD to give them the wrong diagnosis, it also depreciates the diagnosis for those to whom it applies.
